Milan Bridge Taskforce Meeting #3
November 17, 2015
10:30 am to 12:30 pm

Our Taskforce Vision of Success is:

“The Milan Bridge Project is a success because it enhanced public safety, improved recreational opportunities, addressed historical and environmental concerns, while supporting the local economy through developing the structure in a timely and collaborative manner that met the transportation needs of the local community while efficiently using public dollars”

10:30 am – Introductions, Review Progress, and Discuss Taskforce Value

Grounds Rules:

- Listen
- Respect Each Other
- Participate
- Have an Open Mind
- Look for Common Goals
- Respect Others Time
- No Name Calling
- Use a Normal Voice

10:45 am – Continue to Discuss and Prioritize Concerns that impact our Vision of Success

Topics to be discussed include:

- Legalities, Project Delays, and Timeliness
- Historical Interests
- Bridge Closure Potential
- Other

“The key is not to prioritize what's on your schedule, but to schedule your priorities.”

– Stephen Covey

12:15 pm – Next Steps, Non-Taskforce Comments, and Open Agenda